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SUMMARY 
A table of fifty-six commonly used integrals i s  presented i n  this report. Many of these integrals are not 
included in  standard tables of integrals and i t  i s  left to the user of such tables to reduce the complex 
integrals considered in  this report to the standard elementary forms found in  such tables. These integrals are 
of  the mixed polynominal, exponential, and trigonometric type. Some of these integrals are already available 
i n  the standard tables of integrals, although they are usually given without phase constants included in  the 
arguments. Use of this table of integrals reduces the amount of algebraic manipulation needed to evaluate 
many common integrals. Four integration formulae are also derived which show that the fifty-six integrals given 
here are rather special; these formulae show how the integrals presented may be derived from the simpler 
integral tables, in  which phase angles are neglected, by the process of induction. The integrals contained 
aerodyman ic  prob I em s 
herein have proved extremely valuable in  reducing analysis time in many vibration, 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 
When faced with the task of evaluating an integral of the type: 
the average engineer w i l l  either expand the sine and cosine terms and then at this stage integrate 
the resulting four terms by parts or with the aid of one of the commonly available books of tabulated 
integrals (References 1 and 2). The problem i n  evaluating an integral of the above type i s  that i t  
i s  not possible to use the method of substitution of another variable for the arguments of sine or 
cosine, since the coefficients of x and the constants i n  each argument are different. 
In Section 2 of this repori, u luLle of fifty-six Indefinite integrols i s  listed. Some of these were 
evaluated from first principles and some were evaluated by induction using the integration formulae 
developed i n  Section 3 of this report andgiven by Equations (3, (18), (2.5~)~ and (36). Some of 
these integrals are available i n  References 1 and 2 and more are available i n  such specialized 
works as Reference 3. However, i n  general, i f  these integrals are given they are usually given 
with p = q = 0 and often with m = n = 1 [see Equation (i) above] . 
An engineer often needs to evaluate an integral where constants are included i n  the arguments of the 
functions of x [as in  Equation (i) above] 
i n  this report w i l l  prove to be very useful. In particular, one author found these integrals to be 
invaluable i n  reducing the amount of algebraic manipulation needed i n  the complex integration 
carried out i n  References 4 and 5. 
and the authors believe the fifty-six integrals presented 
In  Section 4 of this report, i t  i s  shown that the fifty-six integrals presented are rather special cases 
i n  that if the integral with no constants in the arguments of the functions of x i s  known, then the 
integral with constants present i n  the argument i s  also known. The reason for this i s  demonstrated 
by examining the integration formulae derived i n  Section 3. 
1 
2.0 TABLE OF I NDEFl NlTE INTEGRALS 
2.1 Integrals of the First Type. 
x2 
x 1  x1 
sin (mx + p) dx = 1). IX2 m 
2 ) .  (’ cos (mx + p) dx = m sin (mx + p) 
x1 
i ‘ cos i im  - n ) x f p - q ]  + c o s [ ( m + n ) x + p + q j  3) .  J2 sin (mx + p) cos (nx + q) dx = - T I  
m - n  m + n  
1 
+ p - q] sin [ (m + n) x + p + q] 4). f 2  sin(mx + p) sin (nx + q) dx = 2 
m + n  
x 1  
x2 
x1 x1 
sin[ (rn - n) x + p - q] + sin[ (m +n)  x + p  + q ]  1 5). f 2  cos (mx + p) cos (nx + q) dx = - 2 
m + n  
x 2  
x1 x 1  
x2 
x 1  x1 
6). 1’ sinh (mx + p) dx = I(.osh m (rnx + p) 1 
7). 1’ cosh (mx + p) dx = I( m sinh (mx t p) 1 
8). [’sinh(mx+p)cosh(nx+q)dx =- + ] + cosh[(m- n ) x +  p - q ]  
2 m - n  m + n  
“1 ’ I  
9) /’sinhbx+ p)sinh(nx+q) dx =- sinh [(m+ n) x + p +  q] sinh [ (m - n)x + p - q] 
2 m - n  
x1 
2 
+ s inh [ (m-n )x+p-q ]  
m - n  10). j 2  cosh (mx + p) c o x  (nx + q) dx = - 
x 1  
m cosh(mx+p)sin(nx+q) - n sinh(mx+p)cos(nx+q)\xl x 2  
11). j 2  sinh(mx+p)sin(nx+q)dx = 
m 2 + n  2 x1 
cosh(mx+ ~ ) c o s ( n x + ~ ) d ~  =ICn-!) + n  2 cosh(mx+ p)sin(nx+q) 14). 1' t m 2 + n  x1 
2 .2  lntearals of the Second Type 
ax 
1 ) .  1' eaxsin (mx + p) dx = 1 a;+ m2 [a  sin (mx + p) - m cos (mx + p) 
x1 
ax 
2) J' e ax COS (nx + p) dx = [e2 [ a  cos (mx + p) + m sin (mx + p) 
x1  
[(m-n)x+p-q] - (m-n)cos[(m-n)x+p-q 
a2 + (m-n) 2 
1 ) x 2  
+ e  4; 
a2 + (m+n) 2 
3). I 2  eaX sin (mx + p) cos(nx + q) dx =- 
x1  
-:- ril.L-\ .. + . . + - I  I - ~ - \  --- 1 1 -  ,-\.. 
3 1 1 1  L\"'T'I ,A t.4 y, - \"I '", L",(\l,'D,l,A : p I i,, 
3 
. 
11: (m+n)sin [(m+n)x+p+q] +acos [ (m+n)x+p+d  a2 + (m+n) 2 
ax 
6). f 2  eaX sinh (mx+p) dx = 
I a 2  m2 
[ a sinh (mx+ p) - m cosh (mx+ p) 
x1  
ax 
7). f 2  eax cosh (mx+p) dx = (,2 pm2 [ a  cash (mx+ p) - m sinh (mx+ p) 
x1  
asinh[(m+n)x+p+q] - (m+n)cosh[(m+n)x+p+q] + 
a2 - (m+n) 2 1 8). f 2  eaxsinh (mx+p) cosh (nx+q) dx = x1 
asinh[(m-n)x+p-q] -(m-n)cosh[(m-n)x+p-q] 
2 2 
a -(m-n) 
acosh [(m-n)x+p-q] - (m-n)sinh [(m-n)x+p-q 
2 2 
a - (m-n) 
1, - acosh [(m+n)x+p+q] - (m+n)sinh [(m+n)x+p+q] 2 2 a -(m+n) 10). j 2  eax cosh (rnx+p) cosh (nx+q) dx = x1  
a cosh [(m-n) x + p  -q] - (m-n) sinh [(m-n)x+p-q] 
a2 - (rn-n)2 
4 
1 -  sin (nx+q) - n cos(nx+q) 2 2  1 1) .  f 2  ea‘ sinh (mx+p) sin (nxtq) dx = (a +m)  + n x 1  
(a-m) sin (nx+q) - n cos(nx+q) 
- e  (a -m) ’+n  2 
1 -  12). f 2  eax sinh (mx+p) cos (nx+q) dx = - x 1  
(a-m) cos(nx+q) + n sin (nx + 
ia-mj2 + n 2 - e  
13). 1’ eaxcosh(mx+p)sin(nxtq)dx 
x1 
L 
- 
(a+m)x-p (a-m) sin (nx+q) - n cos(nx+q) 
2 
+ e  
(a-m)* + n 
cos(nx+q) + n sin (nx+q) 
(a-m) cos(nx+q) + n sin (nx+q) 
(a-m)2 + n2 
+ 
2 2  1 1 4). p’ eax cosh (rnx+p) cos(nx+q) dx = (a +m) + n  1 
+ e  
2.3 Integrals of the Third Type 
1 ‘ 1 cos imx+ppi -i sin imx-ipj Ix2 
4 - FIT 
r2 2). J x cos (mxtp) dx - 
x1 
5 
sin [(mtn)x +p  +q] 
(m + n) 
x cos [(m+n)x +p+q]  + 
2 m + n  
3). f ’ x sin (mx+p) cos(nxp) dx = - 
x 1  
+ si  n [ (m -n)x + p - q] x cos [ (m -n)x + p - q] 
m - n  2 
(m - n) 
%2 
1x1 
1 COS [(m-n)x +p  -q] + x sin [(m-n)x +p  -41 x sin (mx+p) sin (nx+c,, -,. = -{ 2
2 m - n  
(m - n) 
4). i’ 
x 1  
cOs[(m+n)x+p+q] x sin [(m+n)x+p+q] 
m + n  
(m + d2 
5). i’ x cos(mx+p) cos(nx+q) dx = - cos[(m-n)x+p-q] 2 + xsin [(m-n)x+p  - n  -41 t 
(m - n) x1 
cos[(m+n)x+p+q] xsin [(m+n)x+p+q] 
m + n  2 
+ 
(m + n) 
6) * x sinh (mx+p) dx = m x cosh (mx+p) -- rn sinh (mx+p) 
x 1  
x cosh [(m-n)x +p -q] 
m - n  
sinh [(m-n)x +p  -91 
2 
+- 
(m - n) 
6 
(m + n)‘ r n t n  
x sinh [(m-n)x +p -q]  + 
m - n  2 
cosh [(m-n)x +p -q]  
(m - n) 
xsinh [(m+n)x+p+q] cosh [(m+n)x+p+q] + 10). 1’ x cosh (mx+p) cosh (nxtq) dx = 
2 
(m + n) x1 
xsinh[(rn-n)x+p-q] cosh [(m-n)x+p-q] 
2 
+ 
m - n  
(m - n) 
1 -  mcosh(mx+p) sin(nx+q) - n sinh(mx+p)cos(nx+q) m2 + n2 11). 1’ x sinh (mx+p) sin (nx+q) dx = x 1  
(m2-n2)sinh(mx+p) sin(nx+q) - 2rnncosh(mx+p)cos(nx+q) 
(m2+ n 2 I 2  
1 -  m cosh (mx+p) cos (nxtq) + n sin h (mx+p) sin (nx + q) 12). 1’ x sinh (rnx+p) cos(nx9) dx = m2 + n2 x1 
2 
(m2 - n )sinh (mx+p) sin (nxtq) + 2mn cosh (mx+p) sin nxtq 
2 2 2  
(m + n  1 
1- m sinh (mx+p) sin (nx+q) - n cosh (mx+p) cos(nx+q) 13). 1’ x cosh (mx+p) sin (nx+q) dx = 2 x1 
f : I 7 2 \  \rn- - n- Icosh jmx+pj sin (nx+qj - 2mn sinh(mx+p) cos(nxq) ( m 2  + n2 )2 
7 
1 -  14). i2xcosh(mx+p)cos(nx+q)dx  = m sinh (mx+p) cos(nx+q) + n cosh (mx+p) sin ( n x p )  x 1  m 2 +  n2 
2 2  - (m - n )cosh(mx+p) cos(nx+q) + 2mn sinh (rnx+p) sin (nx+g) 
(m2 + n2I2 
2.4 Integrals of the Fourth Type 
2 2  
2). r2 x eax cos (mx+p) dx = a cos(mx+p) +m sin (rnx+p) 
x 1  a 2 +  m2 
3). Q' x eax sin (mx+p) cos (nxiq) dx 
1- ax asin[(rn-n)x+p-q] - (m-n)cos[(r -g)x+p-q]  + x e  [ 2 2 a +(m - n) 
7 7 
i 11; ax [a-  - (m-n)'] sin[(m-n)x+p-q] - 2a(m-n)cos[(rn-n)x+p-q] [ a  +(m - n )  1 2 2 2  - e  [ 
8 
r 
4). f 2  x ea’ sin (mx+p) cos (nx+q) dx 
x 1  
= lx eax 1 cos [(m-n)x+p -41 + (m-n) sin [(m-n)x +p -ql 
2 2 
a + (m - n) 
2 1- ax [a2-(m-n) 1 cos[(m-n)x+p-ql + 2a(m-n)sin [(m-n)x+p-ql 2 2  - e  [ [ a 2 +  (m - n) 1 
ax acos[(m+n)x+p+q] + (m+n)sin [(m+.)x+p+q] 
a2 + (m + n) 
+ 
2 1 - x e  [ 
2 
+eax [ [ a2 - (m+n) 1 cos [(m+n)x + p +q] + 2a(m+n) sin [(m+n)x + p +q] 
2 2  
[ a 2 +  (m + n )  1 
5). 1’ x eaX cos (mx+p) cos (nx+q) dx 
x 1  
1- = { eax cos [(m-n)x + p  -41 + (m-n) sin [(m-n)x + p  -41 a’+ (m - n)2 
2 I +  ax [ a  - (m-n) ] cos[(m-n)x+p-q] +2a(m-n)sin[(m-n)x+p-q] 2 2  - e  [ [ a 2 +  (m - n) 1 
1- ax acos[(m+n)x+p+q] +(m+n)sin [(m+n)x+p+q] 2 + x e  [ a2 + (m + n) 
ax 12 + 1])1? 
9 2 2  
x1 (m + n) 1 
- e  r 
L [a‘ + 
6). [2xeaxsinh(mx+p)dx ={-b- y2 2  ]sinh(mx+p) - 
- m  x1 
x2 
mx - a ~ 1 c o h  - m  (rnx+p) ] 2, 
9 
ax 2 2  x2 
7)- (2xe.Xcosh(mX+p)dx = {  *[I.. a - m  -=]cosh(mx+p)- a +  mx-   a - m  p 2 ]sinh(mx+p)]) 
x 1  
8) * f 2  x eax sinh (mx+p) cosh (nx+q) dx 
[ F'm+n) 2]cosh i(m+n)x+p+q) + sinh [(m+n)x + p +ql - mx - 1 ax e a -(m+n) 
ax 2 2 e 
a +(m-n) Isinh [(m-n)x+p -q] - [-x - 2a(m-n; ]cash [(m-n)x +p -q] 
a -(m-n) a - (m-n) + a 2 - (m-n) 2 [ b -  
9). f 2  x eax sinh (mx+p) sinh (nx+q) dx 
x1 
[ 22a(m+n)2 ]sinh [(m+n)x+p+q] - 1 ax 2 + (min)22 Icosh [(m+n)x +p+q] - mx - a -(m+n) a - (m+n) 
2a( m -n) [ [.x -a; (m-n)2 ]cash [(m-n)x+p-q] - - 
[-x a -(m-n) a - (m-n) a - (m+n) 
ax 2 2 
e 
*]sinh [(m-n)x+p-q] 
10). I2 x eax cosh (rnx+p) cosh (nx+q) dx 
x 1  
2a( m+n) 
ax 2 
a + (m+n) 5 i o s h  [(m+n)x+p+q] - 
a - (mtn) a -(m+n) 
ax 2 2 -  
]cosh [(m-n)x+p-q] - b x  - 2J(m-n) 1 sinh [(m-n)x+pq] a + (m-n) 
a2- (m-n) a - (m-n) a - (m-n) 2 
e + 
10 
11) .  p’ ax 
x e sinh (mx+p) sin ( n x p )  dx 
x1 
2 2  1- = i[xe(a+m).+p [(a*) sin (nx+q) - n cos(nx+q) [aim) - n ] sin (nx+q>2(a+m)n cos(nx@ ( a + d  2 2  + n  ((atm) 2 i- n 2 )  2 
2 2  [(a-m) -n ] sin(nx+q) - 2 ( a - m ) ~  cos(nx+q) 
((a-m)2+ n2 l 2  
- xe 
12). p’ x eax sinh (mx+p) cos (nx+q) dx 
x 1  
2 2  1- (a+m) cos(nx+q)+nsin(nx+q) - n  ] cos(nx-tq) +2(a+m)n sin(nx+q! 2 2 )2 
(a_,)’+ n2 ((a-ml2+ n2 l2 
( ( a h )  + n 
(a+m) 2 + n 2  
2 2  (a-m) cos(nx+q)+n sin (nxp)  [(a-m) -n  ] cos(nx+q)+2(a-m)n sin (nx+q) - xe 
13). i2 x eaX cosh (mx+p) sin (nx+q) dx 
x1 
sin (nx+q) - n cos(nx+q) (a+m)x+p 
(a+ml2+ n2 I-. 1 2 2  a h )  - n ] sin (nx+q)- 2(a-m)n cos(nx+q) + F ((a+m)’+ nz l2 
2 2  
(a-m)x-p (a-m) sin (nx+s)-n cos(nx+q) [(a-m) - n ]sin (nx+q)-Z(a-m)n cos(nx+q) I (a-rn)2+ n2 ((a-m) 2 + n 2 )2 + xe 
1 A\ i2 ax 
x e cosh {mxtq) cos jnxrqj cix 
2 2  
(a-m) cos(nx+q)+n sin(nx+q) - n  ] cos(nx+q) 
2 2  
((a-m) 2 + n 2 ) 2  (a-m) + n 
11  
3 .O INTEGRATION FORMULAE 
In the analysis which follows in  this Section of the report, for the sake of breJty: 
f (mx + p) i s  abbreviated to f 
g (nx + q) i s  abbreviated to  g 
i s  used as an abbreviation of the integral J 
the prime ' i s  used to refer to differentiation with respect to x, the double prime I' i s  used to refer to 
differentiation twice with respect to x .  
3.1 A Formula for Integrals Involving the Product of an Exponential with a Trigonometric or Hyperbolic 
Function 
Consider an integral of the type: 
I1 = hax f dx 
Let: 
where E = + 1 . The ambiguous sign depends upon the function f under consideration. Thus the 1 -  
function f i s  restricted to sine, cosine, exponential, and hyperbolic sine or cosine functions. 
Integrating Equation (1) by parts gives: 
Integrating the second term of Equation (3) by parts gives: 
and making use of Equation (2): 
and thus substituting Equation (1) into the third term of Equation (5) gives: 
ax 2 
a I 1  
12 
c- 
which gives on rearranging and rewriting in full: 
provided a 2 - elm2 # 0 
3 . 2  A Formula for Integrals Involving the Product of an Exponential with Two Trigonometric or Hyperbolic 
Functions 
Consider an integral of the type: 
I 2 = / e . X f g d x  
Let: 
n 
where e ,  = f 1, E 
consideration. Again this restricts the functions f and g to sine, cosine, exponential, and 
hyperbolic sine or cosine functions. 
= k 1 . The ambiguous signs depending upon the functions f and g under 2 
Integrating Equation (8) by parts gives: 
I = ax f g /  -;kaXf'g dx -'/.ax f g ' d x  
2 a 
Integrating the last two terms of  Equation (1 1) by parts gives: 
Regrouping terms and using Equations (8), (9), and (lo), Eauation(l2) may be rewritten: 
I = -  [:TI afg - (fg)']/ + + [ e  lm2+e 2n2 ]I2 + - $ - -  f l g l  dx 
" \ "  - -, Y L - 0 -  
Thus: 
(a 2 - E  m 2 -e2n ) I 2  = [eax [ afg - (fg) ] 1 + 2F2 1 
where: 
F 2 = /.eax f ' g '  dx 
13 
Comparing Equation (15) with Equation (8), the result ot Equation (13) may be uti l i tzed i f  f and g 
are replaced by f l  and g '  respectively, thus: 
F = I$[ af'g' - (f 'p ') ]  I +-$[elm 2 + e2n2 I F 2  + ~ ~ a x f ' ' g "  dx 
a 
2 
a 
Regrouping terms and using Equations (9) and (lo), Equation (16) may be rewritten: 
(a 2 - e m2 - e n2) F = [ea' [a t 'g '  - (f 'g ') l  1 1 + 2e  e m 2 2  n I2 1 2 2  1 2  
Thus provided a - E m - e2n # 0, F2, as given by Equation (17), may be substituted into 
Equation (14), which gives after rearrangement and writing I 
2 2 2 
1 
in full: 2 
(a2+ m 2 2  -c2n ) [  afg-(fg)'] +2 [ af'g' -(f'g')'] 
1 I '  (18) 2 2  2 2  (a -elm -c2n2)2 -4t 1 2  e m n e f(!??x+p) g (nxtq)  dx = 
2 2  2 2  
1 2  1 2  provided (a -e m -E n2)2 -4e e m n # 0. 
3.3 A Formula for Integrals Involving the Product of an Exponential with a First Order Polynomial 
and a Trigonometric or Hyperbolic Function 
Consider an integral of the type: 
I3 = / x e a x f  dx 
Let: 
where e = +- 1 . The ambiguous sign depends upon the function f under consideration. 1 
Again this restricts the function f to sine , cosine, exponential, and hyperbolic sine or 
cosine functions. 
Integrating Equation (19) by parts gives: 
1 = -  I e; (ax- l ) f i  - $-eax(ax-l)f '  dx 
3 a  a 
ax 
(ax-l)f ] +&fkaxf' dx - ! -beaXf '  0- dx 
1 a-J 
The second term on the right hand side of Equation (22) may be evaluated by replacing f by f '  
in Equation (7). 
Thus: 
14 
1 = { q ( a x - l ) f }  + 3 
[ af '- f"]  } - + - e a x f t  dx 
a a (a - E  m ) 
The third term on the right hand side of Equation (22) may be evaluated by replacing f by f '  
in Equation (23), thus Equation (23) becomes [using Equation (20)] : - .  
ax 2 
e [a f ' -  E m f] 
(ax-l)f'+eaXe l m 2  [e] } + E  l $ - - e a x f  ax (24) 
-e m 
1 ax 
2 2 
On rearranging, noting that the last term of Equation (24) i s  e m I /a ,and writing I in ful l  gives: 1 3  3 
11 xeaxf(mx+p) dx = (.2;elm2 kx - l ) ( f - f l / a )  + a 2 - e m  2 
2 
ax (a+elm /a)f'-2e 1 m f 
I, 
1 
2 2 
provided a - E 1m # 0 
A Formula for Integrals Involving the Product of an Exponential with a First Order Polynomial 
and Two Trigonometric or Hyperbolic Functions 
Consider an integral of the type: 
3 . 4  
I 4 = b e a x  f g dx 
Let: 
2 
m f 
2 
-- d f - f" = 
dx 
2 
dg = g" = e2n g 
dX 
2 1 
2 
2 
where E = + 1 , E = +  1.  The ambiguous sign again depends upon the function f and g under 
consideration. Again this restricts the functions f and g to sine, cosine, exponential, and 
hyperbolic sine ar cosine functions. 
1 -  2 
Integrating Equation (26) by parts gives: 
I4 = 15 (ax-1)fg 1 - 5fiax-1). ax fg' dx - 
14={%(ax-l) ax fg] + & - f g '  dx + $ - - f a g  dx - l - e a x f g '  dx - L - e a x f ' g  dx 
a 
a a 
a a 
The second through f i f th terms on the right hand side of Equation (30) may be integrated by 
parts to give: 
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Substituting Equations (27) and (28) into Equation (31), gives (after rearranging) collecting l ike 
terms and splitting the ninth, tenth, twelth and thirteenth terms in the above equation: 
a 
- -$--eaxfg e m' dx + -&-eaXf 'g '  dx - 
a a 
However, noting that the seventh and ninth terms of the right hand side of Equation (32) are 
equal to I4 multiplied by constants, the equation may be rearranged and written: 
14(a2-e m2-e n2) = [eax [ ( a x - 1 ) f g - 7  ax-2 (fg)]] - 2 [ elm 2 +e 2 n 2 k f g  dx - 
1 2  a 
-- a P f l g '  dx + L - e a x f ' g '  a dx 
The second term on the right hand side of  Equation (33) is: 
where I i s  given by Equation (18). Also the third term on the right hand side of Equation (33) 
may be easily evaluated from Equations (13) and (14), and thus: 
2 
Substituting for these terms in Equation (33) gives on simplifying: 
I/ J [.'-e lm 2 -e2n2] 1, = [eax [ (ax+l)fg-x(fg)' -2a12 + 2 xeaxf'g' dx 
(1 4) 
(34) 
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I t  i s  seen that the last term of Equation (34) i s  equivalent to 21 
f' and g' respectively in  the integral I ). This term (which w i l l  be called 2F ) may be evaluated 
from Equation (34) when the substitution of Equation (18) has been made, by replacing f and g 
by f' and g' respectively. Thus: 
(with f and g replaced by 4 
4 4 
where use has been made of Equations (27) and (28) in evaluating the last term of the equation. 
If further use i s  made of these equaticns and Equations (18) and (35) are substituted into 
Equation (34), after rearrangement (34) becomes (writing I in full): 4 
xe f (mx+p) g (nx+q) dx 
where K =  (a 2 - e rn2-e2n2)2 - 4 e l e 2 m  2 2  n 
1 
2 
and provided K # 0 and a2-e m2-e n # 0. 1 2  
17 
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4.0 DISCUSSION A N D  CONCLUSIONS 
If a study i s  made of the fifty-six integrals presented in Section 2 of this report, i t  i s  observed that the 
constants p and q which appear as constants of  the arguments of the functions of the integrands always 
remain within the arguments of the functions of the integrated results. This i s  demonstrated to be true 
also by the integration formulae derived in Section 3 and given in  Equations (7), (18), (25), and (36); 
these formulae show clearly that the constants p and q are always containedas argumentsof the functions 
of  x and never emerge as constants multiplying the functions. 
This i s  an important result since if the integral i s  known for p = q = 0, i t  can also be formulated by  
induction when p f 0 and q # 0. This also means that i f  this table of integrals i s  not available to the 
engineer he can formulate the more complex case where p P 0 and q # 0 from the simpler integrals, 
i f  these are available in  a standard table of integrals. However, i t  i s  shown in Section 3 of this report 
that the integration formulae are only valid for the case where the second differential of the function 
of x equals plus or minus one times a constant squared times the original function. This restricts this 
I C W ~ :  ;u fUllc~iui,, uf A :d: G: ; h e ,  cashe, cxpocectial, and hyperbolic sine or cosine functions. 
I t  i s  obvious by studying the integration formulae derived that this result should hold true for such 
integrals a s k n  eax f g dx, however, these integrals have not been investigated in  this report. 
The reader may care to check for himself that when g = 1 and n = 1 in  Equation (36),  this equation 
reduces to Equation (25) and i f  the same conditions are applied to Equation (18), i t  reduces to 
Equation (7). This gives some confidence in the correctness of the more complicated integration for- 
mulae. Integrals of the f i rs t  type (Section 2.1) are also seen to be covered by Equation (18) i f  a -0. 
The value of  the integration formulae derived in Section 3 i s  essentially that they show the reason for 
the forms of the integrals given in Section 2 and the use which can be made of them by induction. In 
general, i t  usually takes longer to evaluate an integral using one o f  the integration formulae of 
Section 3, than i t  does from first principles. 
The authors have found the fifty-six integrals to be of great use i n  the study of linear and linearized 
physical problems i n  the fields of vibration, acoustics, and aerodynamics. 
18 
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Errata 
SOME INTEGRATION FORMULAE WHICH SIMPLIFY THE EVALUATION 
OF CERTAl N INTEGRALS IN C O M M O N  USE BY ENGl NEERS 
by 
M. J .  Crocker and R.W. White 
Report Submitted Under Contract No. NAS8-5384 
1 .  O n  page 4, alter formula 10). (by changing a minus to a plus sign) to read: 
I +  acosh [(rn+n)x+p+q] - (rn+n)sinh [(rn+n)x+p+q] 2 a2 - (m+n) 
a cosh [(rn-n) x + p  -q] - (rn-n) sinh ((m-n)x+p-q] 
a’ - (rn-n)’ 
2. O n  page 5, alter formulae 13). and 14). (by changing a sign in the power of 
one of the exponential functions) so that they read: 
+ e  
$2 ox eia+mjx+p r a m j  cosinx+qj + n sininx+qj 1 e cosh (rnx+p) cos(nx+q) dx = - 
(a + rn)2  + n2 1 
( a m )  cos(nx+q) + n sin (nxi-q) 
(a-m)’ + nz 
+ e  
1 
.. - 
3 .  
2). 
4. 
5 )  * 
O n  page 5, alter formula 2). (by addition of x) to read: 
O n  page 6, alter formula 5). (by changing a minus to a plus sign) to read: 
-.- 
+ xsin[(m-n)x+p-q] + 
m - n  
cos[(rn+n)x+p+q) + xsin i(rn+n)x+p t q ]  ll 
x cos(mx+p) cos(nx+q) dx = - 
+ m + n  
(m + d2 
1 5. O n  page 8, a Iter formula 3). (by adding the factor T )  to read: 
3). x eax sin (mx+p) cos (nxtq) dx 
1 
1- (m+rScos[(m+n)x+p+q] 2 
ax + x e  
] I -  
asin[(m-n)x+p-q] - (rn-n)cos[(r - i ) x + p - q  
a* + (rn - nI2 
2 
ax [a2  - (m-n) 1 sin[(m-n)x+p-q] - 2a(m-n)cos[(m-n)x+p-q] 
2 2  - e  [ [a2  + ( m  - n) 1 
2 
h .  r 
6. O n  page 9, alter formula 4). (by changing a cos to a sin, and adding the 
1 
factor 2) to read: 
4). 1’ x eax sin (mx+p) sin (nx+q) dx 
xl 
1- ax acos[(m-n)x+p-q] +(m-n)sin ((m-n)x+p-q] = + \ x e  [ a 2 + (m - n) 2 
1 2 - eax [ [a2  -(m-n) 1 cos [(m-n)x +p -41 + 2a(m-n) sin [(m-n)x+p -41 - 2 2 2  [ a  + ( m - n )  1 
ax acos[(m+n)x+p+q] +(m+n)sin [(m+n)x+p+q] + 
2 1 - x e  [ a2 + (m + n) 
1 
2 7. O n  page 9, alter formula 4). (by adding the factor - ) to read: 
5). /”’ x eax cos (mx+p) cos (nx+q) dx 
x 1  
1- 1 I ax a cos [(m-n)x +p  -41 + (m-n) sin [(m-n)x +p -91 =qxe [ a2 + (m - n)’ 
1 2 2 -eax[ [a  - (m-n) 1 cos[(m-n)x+p-ql + 2a(m-n)sin((m-n)x+p-q] + 2 2 2  [ a  + ( m - n )  1 
1- + x e  ax [ acos[(m+n)x+p+q] t (m+n)sin [(m+n)x+p+q] a2 + (m + n)2 
I 
.. 
8. On page 11, alter formula 11). (by changing the signs i n  the power of one of the 
exponential functions) to tead: 
x e sinh (mx+p) sin (nx+q) dx 
2 2  
[(am) -n ] sin(nx+q) -2(am)n cos(nx+q) 
((a-m)2+ n2 l 2  - xe 
9). O n  page 11, alter formula 13). (by changing a minus to a plus sig4 to read: 
13). /"' x eoX cosh (mx+p) sin (nx+q) dx 
x1 
1 2 2  ~ \ ~ ~ a + m ) x + p  [b*) sin (nx+q) - n  1 sin (nx+q)-2(atm)n cos(nx+q) + ((a+m)'+ n2 l2 
2 2  
+ n2 
( a m )  sin(nx+q)-ncos(nx+q) [(a-m) - n  ]sin(nx+q)-2(a-m)ncos(nx+q) 
(a-ml2+ n2 ((a-ml2+ n2 l2 +xe 
10). On page 15, alter Equation (24) to read: 
11). O n  page 15, alter Equation (25) to read: 
2 
ax (a+clm /a)f1-2e 1 m 
I 3 =12 xeaxf(mx+p) dx = 
a 2 - e m  2 1 1 
2 2 
provided a - elm # 0 
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On page 7, alter formula 12 (by changing a s i n  to a cos and adding a parenthesis) to 
read: 
1 -  m cosh (mx+p) cos(nx+q) + n sinh (mx+p) sin (nx +q) x sinh (mx+p) cos(nx+q) dx = m2 + n2 12) . 
2 \  \x2 - (m2 - n lsinh (mx+pj cos(nx+q) + 2mn cosh(mx+p) sin(nx+s) jXl 
(m2 + n 2 I 2  
